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a b s t r a c t

Lithium-ion Batteries (LIBs) have mostly replaced other types of batteries in numerous
portable devices and electric vehicles due to their numerous advantages. With the
continuous increase in the production of those batteries, the number of spent LIBs that
have to be disposed of increases as well. Today, many recycling techniques are used for
the spent LIBs, and a key problem is the liberation of metals from non-metals. This paper
presents the liberation of electrode materials via attrition scrubbing, i.e. the separation of
Al and Cu foil from graphite and LiCoO 2 particles, during which we have determined the
influence of three independent variables — solid content, impeller speed and attrition
time. To this purpose, the tests were carried out according to a central composite design.
It showed that in the sample preparation phase, during comminution, 10% of graphite
and LiCoO2 particles separated by sieving (grain size – 0.1 mm) were recovered. The
attrition scrubbing was carried out on the grain size of 8/0.1 mm. Results showed that,
depending on the testing conditions, it was possible to recover from 49.52 to 82.30 % of
graphite and LiCoO2 particles. All three tested variables showed a significant influence
on the attrition scrubbing process, while the impeller speed proved to have the strongest
influence. Regarding the interaction of variables, the interaction of the attrition time and
the solid content had the strongest influence, while other interactions were significantly
less influential.

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The need to store and transfer electrical energy grows every day. Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) were introduced in the
990s and due to their numerous advantages as high energy density, no memory effect, a long cycle life and relatively low
elf-discharge have been used in many portable devices, mostly mobile phones and laptops (Blomgren, 2017; Wang et al.,
016, 2020). Due to these favourable properties, they have been recently used in electric vehicles instead of nickel-metal
ydride batteries (Richa et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014; Xiong et al., 2020). The average lifetime expectancy of a LIB is
pproximately 1000 cycles (Yu et al., 2018). The average lifetime expectancy of devices that use LIBs has decreased, and
oday the average lifetime expectancy of a smartphone is 2.1 years, cell phone (feature phone) 4 years, tablet 5.1 years,
aptop 5.5 years, digital camera 6.5 years and 9 years for an electric vehicle and a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (Winslow
t al., 2018).
With the increase in sale of electric vehicles, the increase in sale of the LIBs from 5 million in 2015 to 180 million

n 2025 is also expected (Yong et al., 2017). The increase in sale is inevitably followed by the increase in the spent LIBs.
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In 2017 there were approximately 200 million tons of spent LIBs, while in 2020 the number might reach 400 million
tons (Gao et al., 2018). The disposal of the LIBs is not recommended as they contain many valuable materials that can
be recycled. Cost benefit analysis shows that remanufacturing is economically feasible, saving approximately 40% over
new battery use (Foster et al., 2014). Also, the resources of certain metals as nickel, cobalt, manganese and lithium can
potentially limit the production of LIBs in the future (Sun et al., 2018). On the other hand, in the case of a disposal of
LIBs, those materials can have a negative environmental impact. Namely, a battery shell casing can be damaged during
compaction or can be chemically decomposed, and the leachate from landfills can transport metals as cobalt, nickel and
lithium into the environment (Winslow et al., 2018).

A lithium-ion battery consists of a cathode (25–30 mass %), an anode (15–30 mass %), a separator and a shell casing
Etacheri et al., 2011; Winslow et al., 2018), while the mass fraction and chemical composition of individual components
iffer depending on a manufacturer (Zhang et al., 2013). A cathode conductor plate is made of aluminium, and the active
aterial is mostly lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2). An anode conductor plate is made of copper, with carbon as the active

material (Zeng et al., 2014). A binder material commonly used is polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) (Zeng et al., 2014). A
separator between electrodes contains an electrolyte dissolved in an organic solution, usually microporous polypropylene
or polyethylene (Changes and Pospiech, 2013; Zou et al., 2013). The cathode contains most of valuable metals (Zou et al.,
2013). Valuable metals from the spent LIBs can be recovered by pyrometallurgical (Dang et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2018;
un et al., 2018) and hydrometallurgical (Meng et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018) methods. Chemical processes include
cid leaching, bioleaching and solvent extraction, while physical processes for recycling spent LIBs include mechanical
eparation processes, thermal treatments and mechanochemical processes (Wang et al., 2019).
The key problem in LIB recycling is the liberation of metals from non-metals (Wang et al., 2019). One of the problems

n the recycling of spent LIBs by physical methods is that cathode materials are attached to Al foils by organic binder
nd they are difficult to liberate by crushing (Zhang et al., 2020). Each of the aforementioned recycling processes has its
dvantages and disadvantages. The method of leaching inorganic acid using HNO3, HCl and H2SO4 are widespread in metal

recycling from spent LIBs and different types of organic acids such as malic acid, ascorbic acid, citric acid and L-tartaric
acid also was used to flush spent LIBs. However, the application of acid flushing technology is very limited in the industry
due to corrosion caused by rinsing solution (Yao et al., 2018) high cost (Nayaka et al., 2016) and emissions including
Cl2, NOx and SO3 (Roshanfar et al., 2019). The attrition scrubbing has a substantially lower cost when compared to other
procedures since it does not require the application of additional solvents and the use of a significant quantity of energy,
and there is no emission of hazardous waste gases as well as water contamination by chemical reagents (solvents).

The attrition scrubbing is a process of removing harmful materials present as a thin coating on the particle surface by
abrasion, as a consequence of the intense friction between grains in a dense suspension (Sobota et al., 2011). Since LIB
electrodes are covered by a thin layer of cathode material, the hypothesis of this paper is that the attrition scrubbing can
be applied to liberate cathode material.

The goal of this research was to determine whether cathode material (LiCoO2 and graphite) could be liberated from Al
and Cu foil and to what extent. Additionally, we wanted to test and determine the influence of individual independent
parameters in the process.

The research related to the attrition scrubbing with the purpose of liberating cathode material has rarely been
conducted, and only recently a research related to this subject has been carried out. Widijatmoko and his associates (2020)
applied the attrition scrubbing for liberating LiCoO 2 particles. They carried out tests using inert silica sand (2360/850 µm)
as the abrasive to improve the liberation of particles. The tests were carried out using a WEMCO 1L lab-scale attrition
scrubber with a constant impeller speed of 1000 rpm. The pulp density of 70 wt% with 10 wt% ratio of spent LIBs to
silica sand media was used. The only variable varying during testing was the attrition time, in an interval from 2.5 min
to 20 min. The results showed that the grain size of –38 µm contained a minimum of 80 wt% LiCoO2 particles with 7.0
wt% Al and 6.1 wt% Cu. The grain size of 212/38 µm contained up to 1% Al, up to 2% Cu and less than 5% Co. Al and
Cu were dispersed within grain sizes larger than 212 µm, mostly of 2360/850 µm and 4750/2360 µm. Eventually, they
concluded that the attrition scrubbing is suitable for the recovery of LiCoO2. Pavoni et al. (2018) carried out the research
on LiCoO2 particle size distribution as a function of the state of health of discarded cell phone batteries. Using the acoustic
attenuation spectroscopy (AAS) and scanning electron microscopy techniques, they determined that the LiCoO2 particle
size distribution varied in the range from 1.5 to 7.8 µm. Widijatmoko and associates (2020) carried out an elemental
analysis (Al, Co and Cu) after comminution in the same mill and in the same conditions as in this research. The results
showed that the recovery of Al and Cu decreased as the grain size decreased and that the recovery of cobalt was higher
than that of copper and aluminium below cut point 850 µm.

At that cut point (850 µm), oversized particles showed 89.7 wt% Cu, 91.0 wt% Al and 56.3 wt% Co recovery. Co recovery
in the 212/38 µm grain size was 20 wt%, Al approximately 3 wt% and Cu approximately 2 wt%. In the –38 µm Cu recovery
was not detected, Al recovery was approximately 1 wt%, and Co over 10 wt%. Based on those analyses it was decided to
use the cut point of 100 µm in this research. The loss of Al and Cu higher than 1 wt% in the selected powder (grain size
– 0.1 mm) is not expected (Widijatmoko et al., 2020).
2
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Table 1
Average content of portable lithium-ion battery (Georgi-Maschlera et al.,
2012).
Battery part Product data sheets

in mass%

Casing 20–25
Cathode material (LiCoO2) 25–30
Anode material (graphite) 14–19
Electrolyte 10–15
Copper electrode foil 5–9
Aluminium electrode foil 5–7
Separator 4
Others Balance

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Applied material and sample preparation

Sampling was carried out in the facilities of Flora VTC company, the authorized collector in the EE waste management
ystem in Croatia. The samples included spent LBIs of laptops, of different shapes and brands (Fig. 1) that contained a
ifferent number of Li-ion cells, from 4 to 8. The sample consisted of 368 LIBs (type 18650), 248 of which were in shell
asings of laptop batteries. The exact content of individual parts in spent LIBs was hard to determine, since different
anufacturers have their own types of batteries, and the average content is shown in Table 1 (Georgi-Maschlera et al.,
012). In relation to individual materials, one ICR18650 cell contains 6.5 g of Co, 5.0 g of electrolyte, 2.8 g of Cu, 1.6 g of
l, 0.8 g of Li and 22.6 g of other materials (Lain, 2001).
The first step in the preparation of samples was a manual disassembly of laptop batteries (Fig. 1). Li-ion cells type

8650, as well as plastic shell casings, printed circuit boards, wires and bare conductors were disassembled. All Li-ion
ells were then tested to determine whether they were discharged. Discharged batteries were immediately disassembled,
nd the ones that were not discharged were submerged into 5 wt% NaCl solution for 24 h. Immediately upon submerging,
violent reaction occurred, resulting in ‘‘boiling’’ and ‘‘colouring’’ the solution in dark green (Fig. 1). After two hours, the
atteries were wiped and left to dry at room temperature. They were retested to determine whether they were discharged.
ischarged Li-ion cells were then manually disassembled. Plastic insulator rings were removed from both ends of the
attery. Other parts were also manually disassembled: a wrap consisting of Al foil with lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2 )/Cu
oil with graphite, a plastic separator and an Al wand. During unwrapping, some electrode material (LiCoO2 and graphite)
emained attached to the foils, some to the plastic separator, and some was completely liberated. It was noticed that the
iberation of graphite from a Cu foil was more frequent than the liberation of LiCoO2 from an aluminium foil. A total mass
f selected foils intended for further testing was 6331.6 g.
Selective liberation in a cutting mill was confirmed by previous testing (Wang et al., 2016). Therefore, in order to

iberate LiCoO2 and graphite from Al and Cu foils, and to prepare the foils for attrition scrubbing, the selected foils were
omminuted in a Retsch SM2000 cutting mill. A mesh with 8 mm openings was used.
After comminution, a granulometric analysis of the comminuted sample was carried out and the results are shown

n Table 2. Grain size distribution was determined by dry sieving on ‘‘analysette C’’ electromagnetic laboratory sieve
anufactured by Fritsch. Individual meshes with the following size of openings were used: 2.0; 1.0; 0.5; 0.25 and 0.1 mm.
After comminution in the cutting mill, grain size distribution was determined. Samples were inspected visually by a

agnifying glass and a microscope to determine among which grain sizes foils could be detected. It was noticed that the
rain sizes of 8/2, 2/1 and 1/0.5 mm contained foils with the attached electrode material, while in the sizes of 0.5/0.25
nd 0.25/0.1 mm electrode material ‘‘leaves’’ with a certain fraction of Cu foil prevailed. It was determined that only the
rain size of – 0.1 mm contained only black powder, i.e. electrode material. Based on the aforementioned testing and
isual inspection it was decided to carry out wet sieving in order to separate the grain size of – 0.1 mm from 8/0.1 mm
to be used in attrition scrubbing). After selecting the grain size 8/0.1 for further testing (Fig. 2) a representative sample of
2.48 g was singled out. It was hand-washed in order to separate electrode material from foils and determine the fraction
f useful and useless component in the sample for the attrition scrubbing. The mass of electrode material in grain size
/0.1 mm was 22.13 g (i.e. 68.13 wt%), and the mass of Al and Cu foils was 10.35 g (i.e. 31.87 wt%).

.2. Testing procedure and equipment

The attrition scrubbing is a process of removing impurities attached to the grain surface by abrasion, as a consequence
f intense friction between grains (Sobota et al., 2011). This intense interaction is achieved by mixing a dense suspension in
ttrition cells. Taking into consideration that this research includes the estimation of influence of independent parameters,
set of preliminary tests was carried out in order to determine intervals in which the values of independent variables
ould vary to test their influence. Selected independent variables were the solid content by mass (suspension density),
3
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Fig. 1. Preparation of samples and testing procedures.

impeller speed and time. The samples for attrition were prepared according to a central composite design for a total of 17
tests (Table 3). Attrition tests were carried out in a laboratory attrition cell of own production (Fig. 3). The suspension in
the cell (Fig. 3a, position 3) was mixed by an electric motor-driven impeller (Fig. 3a, position 2; Fig. 3b) with the nominal
power of 550 W, belt drive (Fig. 3a, position 1). On the top of the cell was a cover (Fig. 3a, position 5) that kept the
suspension in the cell during attrition. The attrition cell had a circular cross section with a round bottom (Fig. 3c), and it
4
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Table 2
Granulometric composition and the samples after comminution.
Grain size Mass fraction Photograph

mm g % cum%

8/2 63.16 62.5 62.5

2/1 7.67 7.5 70.0

1/0.5 5.46 5.0 75.0

0.5/0.25 6.31 6.0 81.0

0.25/0.1 8.68 9.0 90.0

−0.1 9.82 10.0 100.0

Σ 101.10 100.00 –

was made of stainless steel. The cell diameter was 72 mm, and it was 145 mm high, with the height of working part of

115 mm and the volume of 450 ml. The impeller was made of stainless steel with 47 mm long blades of a circular cross
5
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Fig. 2. Grain size 8/0.1 mm sample for attrition scrubbing testing.

Fig. 3. Laboratory attrition mill (a), Detail of an impeller (b) Schematic representation of an attrition cell.

ection. They were positioned at six levels, at right angles to a vertical axis (Fig. 3b). The rotation speed during testing
as controlled by a Tondaj DT-6236B digital tachometer. After the attrition tests, the attrited material was washed by wet
ieving. The Al and Cu foils (with the electrode material that was not liberated) remained in an oversize. The suspension
f water and electrode material (LiCoO2 and graphite) remained in an undersize. The undersize was decanted and dried to
constant mass in a drier at 80 ◦C. Both products (oversize and undersize) were dried and weighed in order to calculate
he efficiency of the process and the evaluation of the influence of independent variables.

Taking into account that previous tests determined the recovery of individual elements for individual grain sizes
Widijatmoko et al., 2020), the efficiency of separation was determined on the recovery of the smallest particles (−0.1 mm)
fter attrition, i.e. recovery.
6
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Table 3
Testing conditions and attrition scrubbing results.
Test No. Solid Content Impeller Speed Time Recovery (%)

Coded values

1 −1.00000 −1.00000 −1.00000 49.76
2 −1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 77.28
3 1.00000 −1.00000 1.00000 76.19
4 1.00000 1.00000 −1.00000 74.45
5 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 65.46
6 −1.00000 −1.00000 1.00000 63.99
7 −1.00000 1.00000 −1.00000 66.98
8 1.00000 −1.00000 −1.00000 49.52
9 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 82.30
10 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 64.03
11 −1.67332 0.00000 0.00000 60.28
12 1.67332 0.00000 0.00000 77.50
13 0.00000 −1.67332 0.00000 55.70
14 0.00000 1.67332 0.00000 66.25
15 0.00000 0.00000 −1.67332 63.14
16 0.00000 0.00000 1.67332 71.04
17 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 66.58

Since the goal of this research was to remove a thin layer from electrodes, in order to follow the efficiency of the
process more accurately, the electrode material (LiCoO2 and graphite) was observed as a useful component, while the Al
and Cu foils were considered a useless component.

The recovery R represents the percentage of the electrode material (LiCoO2 and graphite) contained in the feed that is
ecovered into the concentrate and can be expressed by the following equation (Wills, 2016):

R = 100 ·
C · c
F · f

(1)

where R is recovery in percentage, C is the mass of the concentrate in grams, c is the mass content of electrode material
(LiCoO2 and graphite) in the concentrate in percentage, F is the mass of the feed in grams and f is the mass content of
the electrode material (LiCoO2 and graphite) in the feed material in percentage. The reason why we have calculated the
powder recovery (although Al and Cu foils are a useful component) in order to make it easier to monitor the efficiency of
the process, because in that way the efficiency of the process can be best monitored (higher recovery of powder = higher
efficiency of attrition scrubbing).

3. Results and discussion

The test plan and results are presented in Table 3. In order to plan and carry out tests a central composite design with
three independent variables for the attrition scrubbing (solid content by mass, impeller speed and attrition time) was
used. Independent variables in Table 3 have coded values, and real values are shown in Fig. 4. The goal of testing was
to achieve as high recovery as possible, namely, a largest possible share of the grain size – 0.1 mm with the electrode
material (LiCoO2 and graphite).

Therefore, the recovery was a dependent variable based on which the influence of independent variables (solid content,
impeller speed and attrition time) was estimated. Table 3 shows that the recovery varied in an interval from 49.52% in
test no. 8 to 82.30% in test no. 9. The difference in the recovery of over 30% shows that the independent variables have
a significant influence in the attrition process. Fig. 4 presents regression surfaces of recovery at average values of the
independent variables.

Fig. 4a shows that the influence of the impeller speed slightly differs at different suspension densities. The influence of
the impeller speed is slightly bigger at lower solid content (to 30%) in the suspension. At a low solid content the strongest
influence of the impeller speed is at lower number of revolutions per minute (up to 1000 rpm), after which the influence
decreases, and at a speed of 1500 revolutions per minute and more the influence practically does not exist. With higher
suspension densities, the influence of the impeller speed can be observed at a lower speed, and it decreases as the speed
increases. With high suspension densities (45%–46%), and the impeller speed of over 1200 rpm, the influence of speed
practically does not exist. Therefore, it can generally be concluded that the influence of the impeller speed is stronger
at higher speed (up to interval from 1000 to 1200 rpm) and that it decreases with the increase in speed. At the speed
higher than 1500 rpm, the influence of speed practically does not exist. Regarding the influence of the impeller speed,
increasingly more electrode material (LiCoO2 and graphite) can be recovered with the increase in speed, and better results
are achieved with higher densities.

The influence of the solid content can be observed at low (200–400 rpm) and high impeller speed (1400 rpm and more).
It can be stated that the increase in the solid content in the suspension results in the increased recovery of the electrode
material at all impeller speeds. The results are increasingly better as the density increases. A higher density results in
7
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Fig. 4. Regression surfaces of recovery at: (a) Time = 15 min, (b) Impeller speed = 960 rpm, (c) Solid content = 32%.

ore intense interaction of particles, thus increasing the effect of the attrition scrubbing. Lower suspension densities
nable free movement of particles that can cause an interaction of grains resulting in an undesirable comminution. Also,
f the impeller rotation speed is too high, it can cause an undesirable comminution of softer materials, as well as an
xcessive abrasion of harder materials. It results in unnecessary additional quantities of slurry in addition to increased
nergy consumption.
Fig. 4b presents the influence of the attrition time and solid content at average attrition speed of 960 rpm. From the

oint of view of the attrition time, it can be observed that the influence is smaller with lower solid content (up to 30%)
nd that it increases with a higher suspension density. The influence of the attrition time is the strongest in the case of
he highest solid content.

In a short attrition time (up to 10 min) with the increase of the solid content to 30%, the recovery varies insignificantly.
fter that, with the increase in the solid content, the recovery increases as well. If the attrition time is 20 min or more,
he recovery is more or less constant in the case of a low solid content and it increases with the increase of the solid
ontent from 28 to 30%. In the case of the maximum attrition time, the increase in the recovery is most intense and it
tarts early (when the solid content is about 25%).
Fig. 4c shows the influence of the attrition time and impeller speed in the case of the solid content of 32%. The influence

f speed is big in the case of a short attrition time, and as the speed increases, the recovery increases as well. The influence
f the speed is significantly smaller in the case of a long attrition time (25 min and more). The increase in the speed results
n the slight increase in recovery, while at a speed higher than 1400 rpm insignificantly lower recovery can be expected.
transitional area is at an interval from 12 to 18 min, where the increase in speed to 1500 rpm results in the increase of

ecovery, while the further increase in speed does not result in the increase in recovery. On the other hand, the attrition
ime has a strong influence at low impeller speed, e.g. at the speed of 200 rpm longer time results in the continuous
ncrease in recovery. At higher speed (1500 rpm and more), the maximum recovery is achieved at an interval from 12 to
8 min, and the increase or decrease in time results in lower recovery. Generally, the recovery is higher at a higher speed
nd the change in speed has an insignificant influence on the recovery.
The data in Figs. 4 and 5 and the model for recovery prediction were obtained by the method of multiple regression

nd as a result of the analysis of the variance of three independent variables using a software system Statistica, version
3.5.0.17. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) allows the determination of those individual operational parameters, squares and
nteractions, by two parameters that have a significant effect on recovery.

Fig. 5 presents the influence (values of t-test) of independent variables with their interaction, and a significance
hreshold has been determined (p=0.05). Fig. 5 shows that all three variables individually have a significant influence. The
mpeller speed has the biggest influence, while the solid content has the smallest influence. The interaction of independent
arameters are below the significance threshold, where the interaction of the impeller speed and the attrition time has
he strongest influence.

Based on statistical analysis a prediction model for recovery has been determined, depending on the coded values of
ndependent variables:

R = 65.25+ 3.92 · Sc + 1.80 · S2c + 6.30 · Is − 1.69 · I2s + 5.33 · T+ 1.16 · T2 + 0.08 · Sc · Is + 1.24 · Sc · T− 2.87 · Is · T (2)

where R is recovery in percentage, Sc is solid content by mass, Is is impeller speed and T is time, all in coded values.
In the end, the validation of a model was carried out by an additional test with the following values of independent

parameters: Sc = +1.0 (39%), Is = +1.13 (1400 rpm), and T = +1.5 (22’ 30’’). The results of this additional test indicated
the recovery of 84.56%, while the results obtained by the model indicated the recovery of 83.64%. Fig. 6 shows comparison

of the values obtained by experimental work in the laboratory and the values given by the model.

8
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Fig. 5. Estimation of influence of value and interaction of independent variables on recovery.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the values obtained by the tests (observed) and the values of the model (predicted).

In the end the question that arises is: can recovery somehow increase ? Based on the our test results, we can answer
hat it can be increased by increasing the value of the operating parameters that we tested, but taking into account the
imits that can be met by the equipment. Another way is that the product with Al and Cu foils obtained from attrition
first separation step) goes to the attrition process again (second separation step). One more way is to add a material to
he sample that can serve as an abrasive (for example quartz sand). In that case for obtaining a clean products (clean foils
nd clean powder) this abrasive material must be separated after attrition process from the products, which makes the
hole process more complex.
In addition to previously tested independent variables, which were the subject of this research, attrition cell geometry,

s well as a rotor construction can also affect the attrition results. Therefore, it would be interesting to carry out tests in
he same testing conditions with an attrition cell of different geometry and different rotor and compare results.

. Conclusion

Electrode material is recovered in two stages. A part of the electrode material is recovered during comminution in
he sample preparation stage. By determining grain size distribution after comminution, it was observed that the mass
raction of – 0.1 mm grain size with electrode material equals 10.0%. All other sizes (8/0.1 mm) contained a larger or
maller share of Cu or Al foils, with the content of the electrode material of 68.13%.
The attrition scrubbing results for the grain size of 8/0.1 mm showed that it is possible to achieve the recovery within

he range from 49.52 to 82.30%, depending on the attrition scrubbing conditions.
9
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The analysis of the influence of the independent parameters show that all three tested parameters have a significant
nfluence on the attrition scrubbing process. The most influential parameter was the impeller speed, than the time
duration), and then the suspension density. The increase of each parameter results in the increase of the recovery,
lthough the values cannot be increased endlessly. Each of the parameters has its own limits that were not tested in
his research.
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